
Boyer, Rachel

From: Warner, Deanna
Sent: Thursday, October 27, 2011 8:44 AM
To: RidsEdoDraftSrmVote Resource
Cc: Schumann, Stacy; Ronewicz, Lynn; Corley, Cherrie; Bellosi, Susan; Stewart, Sharon; Ganpat,

Emily; RidsEdoMailCenter Resource; Huth, Virginia; Sanchez, Alba; Schoenmann, Sandra;
Rowhani, Bahman; Raynor, Kathleen

Subject: RE: Reply Requested: Status Update

Good Morning,

G20110718 was delivered to the EDO mailroom yesterday. An advance copy of ADM's response is being
forwarded to J. E. Dyer and M. Brown this morning for review in order to meet the November 1, 2011, due date
to OMB.

Thanks,
Deanna

From: RidsEdoDraftSrmVote Resource
Sent: Wednesday, October 26, 2011 4:11 PM
To: RidsAdmMailCenter Resource; RidsFsmeOd Resource; RidsHrMailCenter Resource; RidsNmssOd Resource;
RidsNroMailCenter Resource; RidsNsirMailCenter Resource; RidsResPmdaMail Resource
Cc: Clarke, Deanna; Tressler, Patricia; Poland, Catherine; Thomas, Loretta; Rodgers, Mary; Berry, Lee; Coates, Anissa;
Correa, Yessie; Raynor, Catherine; Wimbush, Andrea; Johnson, Kevin
Subject: Reply Requested: Status Update

Please provide the status for the following documents. Let me know if they are on track to be to OEDO and/or
the Commission on time. If not, please let me know why they will be late and when you intend to provide them.
Please respond by 10:00 a.m., Thursday (10/27).

Note: If your office has any staff-qenerated documents for the Commission or the Chairman that will
be provided either this week or in the next two weeks, please advise so we can notify SECY.

ADM G20110718 - Provide OMB a report on the results of eliminating excess conference spending and
promoting efficiency in government.

FSME 200900003 - (Info.) - Provide an annual Information paper, instead of a NUREG, on the status of the
decommissioning program. Establish a regular frequency for verifying info on the NRC website, that may be
referenced in the paper, is up-to-date and complete.

HR 199500079 - Provide annual report on NRC personnel statistics (FY 2011).

NMSS 200700202 - Plan for rulemaking for licensing and regulation of reprocessing facilities (Part 70 & Part
50) including recommended options for a path forward and rulemaking plan.

NRO 201100153 - Provide a paper that explores the feasibility of including risk information in categorizing
SSCs as safety-related and nonsafety-related for the design-specific SMR review plans in both the short and
long term.
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NI•O 20' 00170 - Provide an information paper that outlines a graded approach to the emergency planning
requirements for SRMs and an outreach plan for gaining stakeholder input.

NRO 200600184 - Provide quarterly status report which addresses ongoing multinational design evaluation
program (MDEP) developments in the form of a note from the DEDO to the Commission Technical Assistants.

NSIR 201000099 - Provide quarterly updates (via CA note) on the status of licensees' transition to the new
emergency response data system (ERDS).

RES 199500047 - Provide annual status report on the progress on the risk-informed and performance based
plan (RPP).

RES 201100120 - Provide a plan for the development of guidance that will ensure that the formal utilization of
expert judgment is applied consistently in regulatory decision making throughout the agency.
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